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Belmont Plans for School Centenary
 HEAD’S REPORT TO THE OLD
BELMONTIANS MARCH 2011
Since my last report in March 2010, we have
welcomed nine new members of staff to the
Common Room. Whilst it is always sad to say
goodbye to colleagues at the end of the summer
term, the energy, enthusiasm and new ideas
brought by their successors gives everyone an
invigorating start to the new academic year; and
so it proved last September.
Our collective energy and enthusiasm has
certainly been tested, as we have had to contend
with ash clouds, two lengthy periods of disruption
due to snow and the latest, a bomb hoax! Such
is the resilience of the children and staff, it was
all taken in our stride and hardly a lesson, match
or activity was missed.
You may have seen that we were in the Sunday
Times ‘Top 100 Prep Schools’ list published
earlier this year. The school is maintaining its
success at winning awards at the senior school
and elsewhere. This year nearly 50% of our
entrants at 13+ won an academic, music, artistic,
dramatic or sporting award at Mill Hill.
In
addition, we encourage the children to enter
national competitions. This year we have entered
maths challenges, writing competitions, Eco
challenges and general knowledge quizzes.
Recent successes include Jacob Locke-Gottel
(Year 8) winning a prize as one of the top ten
quiz entrants in the UK ‘SATIPS’ competition and
Joshua Jackson (Year 8) who won a coveted
place in the publication ‘Imagination Station’ by
writing a poem ‘Rickin de Rapland’. He beat
nearly 4000 other entries to win his prize.
Our proudest achievement to date in 2010-11
was being awarded ‘Green Flag’ status for the
green initiatives in school.

Year 8 “Pride & Prejudice”

We had to demonstrate that energy saving,
recycling and protection of the environment
permeated the curriculum and every aspect of
school life. Children of all ages were interviewed
by the official assessor to identify whether they
understood the mission behind the Green Flag
and were fully involved in eco-initiatives. Our
vegetable garden gained 3rd place in the ‘green’
section of the Barnet in Bloom competition. The
assessor’s report described Belmont’s eco
projects as ‘outstanding’ and he suggested that
we should be a beacon school for others to
emulate. The Green Flag now flies proudly from
the pole at the front of the school and will remain
there (except for Old Belmontians’ Day of
course!)
On the sporting front, last summer seven
swimming records were broken and we have
beaten arch rivals Haberdashers’ Boys twice,
due in large part to the excellent training
sessions run by Director of Sport James Fleet at
7am each Tuesday and Thursday. We all admire
the stamina of the swimmers who start so early in
the day, but when the swim is followed by a
delicious Belmont breakfast, perhaps it doesn’t
seem so bad!

Plans for the School Centenary are now well
advanced. The celebrations will begin during the
summer term 2012 with the Belmont Olympics.
In the autumn term, we will hold a major concert
in Mill Hill. During March 2013, children, parents,
Old Belmontians and special guests will be
invited to share a special service with us at The
Central Methodist Hall in Westminster. The year
will conclude with a Parents’ Day and Garden
Party during the summer of 2013. The Old
Belmontian Committee has agreed to fund a
centennial sundial as a lasting memento and
designs have been commissioned. I hope they
will be ready to show on Old Belmontians’ Day
this May.

there is a scarcity of photographs from the 40s,
50s and 60s. Unfortunately an album and several
items disappeared at a previous Old
Belmontians’ Day. If you have photographs etc
which may be of use please contact Heather
Baim or myself and we will ensure any items are
returned safely.

In December, newcomer Paul Symes took over
running the Jutes.
He is busily involved
encouraging the children to think of a Jutes
House motto. I’ll let you know what the children
suggest, but maybe you have some good ideas
of your own…?

For a number of years, when I was privileged to
be Honorary Secretary of the Old Belmontian
Association with the duty inter alia of preparing
the Minutes of the Annual General Meeting, I was
accustomed to describing votes as having been
passed nemine contradicente.

 Lynn Duncan

Imagine my distress on reading a letter (in
Private Eye, of all places) that poured scorn on
the ignorance of those who mistakenly thought
that nemo was thus declined. My Kennedy’s
Revised Latin Primer (of which I have retained a
copy, as no doubt have all Old Belmontians of
my generation) bore out this point: Section 66 on
page 33 asserts that “…Nemo, nobody, has only
Acc. neminem, Dat nemini. For Gen. and Abl.,
nullius and nullo are used.”

Joshua Jackson – Head Boy winner of a national writing
competition

 FROM THE EDITOR
I hope you find this edition of “The Belmontian”
enjoyable and hopefully it will stir some
memories and prompt Old Belmontians to put
them down on paper or via email. I am always
pleased to receive any contribution which you
would like to share with us.
The Belmont Centenary is drawing closer and
Lynn Duncan’s letter gives a preview of some of
the celebrations. A book is being compiled and

As you will see from the article the 2010 Old
Belmontians’ Day attracted a large number and a
wide range of ages and I hope this trend will
continue.
 Lynda Mason
Dear Editor

I must therefore apologize for my solecism
committed over a number of years; evidently the
correct form is nullo contradicente. I take some
comfort, however, from the fact that no one has
yet taken me to task, and that the Concise
Oxford Dictionary (9th Edition, 1995) includes the
entry: “nem. con….with no one dissenting.
[Latin: nemine contradicente]” Having thus set
the record straight, I would therefore be entirely
contented to see my successor continuing the
practice that I had hitherto blindly followed — on
the principle that the commission of an error is
acceptable provided that the perpetrator knows
what he or she is on about.
I remain, yours faithfully
 Adrian Williams

 ACTIVITIES AT COCKERMOUTH
I was very interested to read the article in The
Belmontian about Belmont in the 40’s. My first
term was in 1939 and war broke out when our
family were on holiday at Sandbanks on the
South Coast. I was sent off to stay with an aunt
in Somerset for some days before returning to
our house in Mill Hill and then with many others
put on the train to go to Cockermouth, changing
at Penrith. Yes, some of us felt a bit homesick.
The summer in 1940 was fantastic and each year
you could do an enormous amount of cycling and
everybody’s current mileage total was displayed
on a notice board. Peter Chapman’s father
kindly donated a cup (called the Wheelers Cup)
to be awarded to the person who achieved the
greatest total mileage by each year end. I was
glad to win this cup one year. In subsequent
years I got a letter saying the cup was being recycled(!) now cycling was no longer encouraged
back at Mill Hill.
Peter had been a next door neighbour in Uphill
Road, Mill Hill but our family moved to Hurley
(near Marlow/Henley) shortly after war broke out
and our house was taken over by the Polish
Embassy to listen in to intelligence radio
transmission from Poland.
Because there was an increasing demand for
puncture repair outfits, tyres, inner tubes, pumps
etc I got permission from Arthur Roberts, the
headmaster, to run a school shop and go down
to town when I needed to get such parts and sell
them on to other pupils. Near the end of my time
I was challenged by the headmaster as to how
on earth the balance on my trading account had
risen to the huge then sum of £20. I had to
explain that the most profitable business activity
had been buying cycles from pupils who were
leaving the school, and did not want the fag of
taking their cycles home with them by train with
other luggage. I then sold these cycles to new
boys who of course wanted them desperately, to
join in.
Arthur Roberts felt this was unfair and decided
that my rights to the funds must be forfeited, so
my first business venture ended in dismal failure!
(get business agreements in writing?)

The stream that went through the grounds of the
school (previously mentioned) was also
interesting. I used to hunt eels upstream with my
friend Stanton. One of us used to move a rock
and the other waited the downstream side to
grab by hand any unsuspecting eel that
emerged. The kitchen at the school was happy
to cook them for us. On one occasion a huge eel
emerged. I was terrified, funked it and so it got
away (as in all fisherman’s stories!)
On another occasion I was walking up the
unmade road to the farm nearby and had a
shock. Each side of the road was a well
developed thick hedge. A bull was kept alone in
one field and the cows in another on the other
side of the road. The bull evidently got fed up
with this and suddenly charged straight through
the first hedge, across the road and through the
second hedge. We were stupified (but didn’t
think of telling the farmer there might be longer
term implications).
The River Derwent did flood at times even in
those days and I can remember finding dead
salmon on the riverbank (after spawning I
suspect). This interested me a bit because my
father used to take me salmon fishing on the
River Spey in Scotland for part of the summer
holidays, because many of the sandy seaside
beaches (including Sandbanks) had been barb
wired to deter landing craft. I once had my rod
and reel taken out of my hands by a big salmon
and lost it. The largest I caught aged 16 years
was 29lbs (when I filled its mouth with water it
went to 30lbs).
There was some fishing on Lake Bassenthwaite
(mainly perch and some trolling for pike) (about 4
miles from Cockermouth) when parents came up.
We all liked the pub, The Pheasant, next to the
lake because they served rum or brandy butter
which we all thought was very adult and to be
desired. (I actually did not like it!). I see it is still
mentioned in the Good Food Guide (sorry not the
butter!)
I did not go on to the senior school but got
dispatched to Haileybury College, near Hertford.
There we had one plane come over at night with
all the anti-aircraft guns firing at it which we

watched, but it eventually showed a light and the
gunners decided it was friendly, so it was back to
the beer (if you remember the wartime saying
‘ack, ack; beer, beer). We did have a flying
bomb come over which cut out but fortunately
glided the extra mile before coming down bang,
although sadly it did do damage to a few houses.
On another occasion I nearly got into trouble.
Stanton and I thought it might be adult to have a
fag. Having lit up in the woods we heard some
footsteps of another student on the drive. We
came rushing out of the thick wood to see who it
was. It was the headmaster! I abruptly stopped
but Stanton who was following bumped into me,
dropped his cigarette down the back of my open
shirt, so I had to do the fastest U-turn ever made
back into the wood. I can remember later being
asked by the matron at wash time what this mark
was on my back … well, I couldn’t see it could I?
I might have had a back mark but I didn’t get a
black mark! So don’t stop (suddenly) for a fag –
lesson learned!
 Peter Edwards
 BELMONT IN THE 1940s

PART 2

Given that most of the boys at Cockermouth
were boarders living some distance from the
School and that private motor use was severely
restricted during the War by limited production
and petrol rationing, travel to and from the School
was mainly by rail. This was an adventure in
itself, not least because the Luftwaffe regarded
trains in motion, stations, marshalling yards and
locomotive depots as fair game.
Our rail travel was mainly in the hands of the
London, Midland and Scottish Railway in steam
days, where on the Euston-Penrith run we could
reasonably expect a 4-6-0 Royal Scot, if not a
streamlined Pacific. These had to tackle Shap
with up to fourteen coaches, so watching “Brief
Encounter” one can understand why they raced
through Carnforth the way they did. The Penrith
to Cockermouth section was more modest, the
motive power being six-coupled 0-6-0s which had
come into service as long ago as 1874 and were
affectionately known, both by railwaymen and
schoolboys as “Cauliflowers”. Although well past

best before the war and woefully out of condition,
these clanked and clattered merrily enough
between Penrith and Workington.
Most of the boys collected the engine numbers of
these
magnificent
machines,
the
more
prestigious with fascinating, evocative names,
which was all part of the fun. Moreover rail travel
was always somewhat in the lap of the gods
towards the end of the War; maintenance of
locos, rolling stock, track and infrastructure had
through force of circumstances been badly
neglected and many of the trained firemen had
volunteered or been called up for active service,
to be replaced, like the “Bevin Boys” down the
pits, by conscripts, who were not always well
received
by
the
professional
“reserved
occupation” drivers. The same situation
permeated through to maintenance and admin
staff and it was Walmington-on-Sea all over.
Add to this that priority was given to troop,
ambulance and munitions trains; the timetable
could and often was severely disrupted. On my
first journey home to Kettering at Christmas, the
train, although booked to stop at Rugby, sailed
straight through on the fat loop, to the
consternation of my mother who was waiting
there, likewise Mrs Fairbairn, who had expected
her two sons, Ian and Michael. Sensibly, Ian took
charge of me and somehow navigated the three
of us through the complexities of the railway
system to their home in Shipton-underWychwood in the Cotswolds, where the family
very kindly accommodated me overnight. Mrs
Fairbairn duly made it back home; it turned out
my mother and she had met up on Rugby Station
and guessed what had happened, but it must
have been a worrying time. The next day I was
put on a train to Paddington, where my mother
met me and we went back to Kettering from St
Pancras.
At the end of the spring term, I was put in the
care of Charles Macfarlane, who lived in Rutland.
We changed trains somewhere in Staffordshire
and eventually the two of us set off in a noncorridor branch line train for Leicester in the
gathering gloom, stopping at unlit stations where
a dismembered voice would call out the name –
to an eight year old it could almost have been a
Christopher Lee scenario. At one of these

stations Charles unexpectedly announced that he
had to change train and that I should go on to
Leicester, leaving me alone in this ghost train. At
least I had been to Leicester before and knew
how to get to Kettering from there, but as it was I
was met at Leicester at about 8p.m. by my
anxious mother, who had seen a number of
trains come and go with no sign of me. By this
time she had had enough and for the rest of my
time at Cockermouth I came right down to Euston
and she met me there.
Mention of the Macfarlanes puts me in mind of an
unusual incident. There were three Macfarlane
brothers; the eldest, Maxwell, was before my
time, but the youngest, Sandy, joined Belmont on
its return from evacuation. He is a member of the
OBA, regularly attends the AGM and you will
recall his highly entertaining article on his
experiences as a junior doctor, with his Dr
Finlay’s little red car, an interpolating Alsatian
etc.
In addition to his other attributes, Sandy was a
talented actor and landed the eponymous role in
the school play “Macabre”, a tale set in France
about a highwayman on the run, who became
intermingled with a wedding party at the local
hotel. (It was a good tale, albeit with a rather oldfashioned script – I had a line that went “Oh the
gay day! Oh the auspicious wedding”, which will
give you some idea.)
Stephen Crook, nicknamed “Egg”, was the son of
the Vicar of Cockermouth and had been a day
boy there, but then boarded for the final two
years when the School returned to North London.
He was highly intelligent, but extremely difficult to
rein in and by the time the play came to be
staged he was still some way away from having
mastered his part.
There came a point when he realised that the
next line was his, but could not remember what it
was and repeated a line he had had earlier in the
scene. Taken aback and really with little other
recourse, the actor with the line next following
had repeated that, the following actor likewise,
and so forth. We could all see exactly what was
happening but did not have the least idea how to
get ourselves out of it and one after the other –
and I include myself – simply passed on the buck

to the next in line. As this “repeat” ground
relentlessly on towards the point where Stephen
Crook, inevitably, was going to return us all for a
third go, and then a fourth, Harold Alston decided
that he had to intervene and instructed the
prompter to barge in with a line, any line, from
later on in the scene.
I was playing the part of the French
chambermaid at the hotel and, as ill luck would
have it, he lit on one of mine, which he bellowed
out across the stage, totally out of context and in
the middle of someone else’s speech. The
startled actor stopped in his tracks, he, I and the
rest of the cast on stage looked across to the
wings where Harold Alston and the prompter
were gesticulating frantically in my direction.
We were not just performing in front of the rest of
the School and Masters, there were parents
present as well and, absolutely furious that to all
appearances the responsibility for this fiasco had
been laid at my door, I barked out this anodyne
and totally uncontroversial line with a venom that
can only have puzzled further an already
confused audience!
 Gresham Williams (1944-1949)
 Twenty Years On
1991, the Cold War ended, the Gulf War started,
Freddie Mercury died and Spurs won the FA
Cup. It was a year of historical events, it was also
the year I joined Belmont. It would be obvious to
say that a lot has changed in twenty years
because obviously a lot has but the Belmont I
started at was almost completely different to
Belmont today.
The Jubilee Building was a pair of language huts,
the Astroturf tennis courts were real turf, the
library (sorry, Learning Resources Centre) was
the dining room, the main school entrance and
offices were the Master’s House, the Chapel had
a stone floor and pews, girls did not exist and
school tracksuits were made of the finest
polyester.
Yet, it was not the physical surroundings of
Belmont that mattered; it was the experiences
and memories that made the difference. My first
day at Belmont is still clear in my mind, walking

up to Matron’s room having fallen off a wall and
bashing my head. Things picked up after that!
I am very grateful for the opportunities that
Belmont gave me and some memories stick in
my mind:
Winning the Belmont football tournament on a
penalty shoot-out despite being in goal and
failing to save any penalties.
The Belmont soccer tour to Dent was memorable
for one moment: Mr. Elder reversing the new
school minibus into a lamppost and then claiming
that the lamppost had moved.

 GAMES AT BELMONT circa 1950
Listed below are a few thoughts on Belmont
leisure sixty years ago:
The main playground games (did we call it the
Quad?) as I recall were marbles, conkers (in
season, of course), and a modified cricket using
a ruler and ping-pong ball. Or bat and golf size
whiffle ball. There was always someone banging
a tennis ball in the cloisters. (The Hahdi (?)
brothers) plus a fair amount of Dinkies running
along the steps. If only my mother hadn't given
my Dinkies to the boy next door!

Having watched “Twelve Get Baffled at Belmont”
I was in awe of all those taking part and took
every opportunity to get involved in drama. The
pinnacle of my short-lived acting career was
getting to play a main character in “A Handful of
Stars”. Quite a moving piece of drama set in a
concentration camp; a shame that my clearest
memories of it are Mr. Bird measuring me up
wrong and wearing the most ill-fitting costume
since Norman Wisdom.
Belmont gave me the opportunity to try so many
things and gave me a good start in life
academically, physically and socially. Yet
perhaps the most important thing Belmont taught
me was that you can be given as many
opportunities as you want but to make the most
of life you need to take them.
 Paul Mason 1991-1997

Football squad circa 1950

There were also several one-off fads that would
arise: paper planes, indoor games like whist and
chess.
The one game that seemed to dominate was
marbles. I remember the shies up against the
wall and usually strategically placed behind a
bump so that your marble always went over the
top! The spirals sent you further back than the
standard ones. The big steel ball bearings had
boys lining up on the other side of the
playground! We got pretty good at learning the
undulations and they didn't last too long.
Conkers were massively popular in season.
There was a great horse chestnut tree just off the
playground that gave us all the conkers we
needed. A lot of work went into making them
tougher, unbreakable even, by baking or soaking
them etc.

Under 9’s Football squad 1993 with Duncan Elder

There are a few other memories.
Hawke-Genn shouting out at the soccer players,
"Keep it on the Island!"
The sight of Gee walking over the rugby field
every morning puffing on his pipe. Alston
coaching our athletic relay team on summer
mornings with the smell of grass still fresh in the
air.
Dick Taverne taught us for a term or two and no
one seems to have chronicled the fact he had
written a book, which I discovered recently. It
looked a bit obtuse...but I do remember him in
Latin class. He had a private room adjoining the
class room...and on one memorable occasion we
snuck in and found a suspicious article of
clothing...proving to us, anyway, that he must
have had a visiting girl friend!!

Fun in the woods in the 1950’s

Finally, there were those horrendous Saturday
morning exams...and the awful wait till Monday
morning when we all lined up by house in the
gym to hear the results read out!! Starting at the
bottom. I was what might be charitably called a
mediocre student so I always knew my fate early.
Black marks...or worse. Can you imagine that
happening today!
 Roger Holliday (1948-1952)
 FOOD, GLORIOUS FOOD
Post war school food was plain, repetitive and
unexciting, to say the least. With practically
everything on ration, the shortage of basic
ingredients was enough to stump even the most
imaginative of cooks!

One could not afford to be fussy, especially in
front of the portrait of the School’s founder Arthur
James Rooker-Roberts! To young eyes, it was
massive. Staring out from its golden frame like
the Mona Lisa, one could see his gaze following
you around the dining room. I am sure this
particular lunchtime registered with him!
Darracott, who loathed semolina, surreptitiously
stuffed the contents of his bowl into a
handkerchief, which he then pressed into his
trouser pocket! Watching goggle-eyed; what
would normally have produced a howl of laughter
turned into a stunned silence of disbelief.
Before this act of defiance had sunk in, he asked
whether he could be excused in order to go to
the lavatory and was off like a hare. Just how he
got away with it or, let alone, managed for the
rest of the day escapes me.
A never to be forgotten breakfast treat was
Marmite, spread with the thickness of chocolate,
on to hard fried bread. It was a combination
served up with annoying regularity, which, quite
literally, took the roof off one’s mouth. Luckily, a
panacea was at hand – Virol or Radio Malt!
Standing in a queue, like nestlings waiting to be
fed; one sticky spoonful, administered either by
the matrons; Miss Beak, Miss Broadbent or Miss
Gardner, had to be consumed rapidly in order to
prevent a spillage down the front of the recipient.
Post war children needed to be built up. After the
malt came the downturn! A teaspoonful of cod
liver oil, administered quickly in order to catch the
“patient” by surprise! With handkerchiefs at the
ready it was received with the usual gagging
noises indicating disgust and revulsion.
Complaints were useless.
We were told, and there was no arguing, that it
was good for us and it would make us healthy. I
was not too sure how healthy I had to be in order
to be excused from taking part in this revolting
ritual, but like all the others, I stood passively in
line, closed my eyes, opened my mouth and put
up with the indignity of having a sticky spoon
shoved down the throat!
Equally unsavoury, was the half pint of silver
topped milk which was served up during the 11
a.m. break. Like castor oil this too was obligatory

and we were watched hawk-like to ensure that
every drop was drained!
There were treats too, plainly wrapped Callard
and Bowser toffees. Only one per person, they
were passed down the tables in small baskets at
the end of each luncheon.
 Jon Bennett (1947-1952)
 The Dump
A
thousand
years
hence,
perhaps,
archaeologists will undertake an excavation on
the northeast corner of the playing field. How
deep will they go, and what might they find
there?
The great playing field on the east side of the
School grounds was once not so extensive as it
is now. Then, one summer’s day in 1947, the
first summer of Belmont’s return from
Cockermouth to The Ridgeway, a crescendo of
noise heralded a reshaping of the view over to
Totteridge. The trucks came in at the south gate
and trundled along the track between the cricket
pitch and the kitchen garden, then swung north
and came to a halt, reversing to dump their loads
into the abyss. Jon Bennett reckons that they
were Bedfords, for the most part. He recalls
“…sitting hidden among the tall grass, vetches
and dandelions under summer skies in the
adjacent field below, one could peer up and see
this mountain of rubbish topped with a halo of
dust blowing gently in the wind. The sound of
heavy lorries disgorging their ‘secret’ loads.
Engines straining, the crashing of gears and the
rumble of tyres over rough terrain. There was a
constant change of engine-pitch, with lorries
arriving fully loaded, reversing, tipping, then a
shunt forward to release the load, and a change
in engine-pitch almost in light relief when the job
had been completed. There was a bulldozer,
too. This was a much heavier beast, which
worked almost continuously, levelling the tipped
waste. The dust and noise — one just had to
find out what was being dumped!”
The Dump, as it quickly came to be known, was
immediately designated Out of Bounds.
Forbidden territory. Caught anywhere near it and
you were up for a tanning. And this was no
minor punishment, to be inflicted by the Master
On Duty: no, this was a Rooker Roberts offence

and no messing. Straight to the Head if caught
— a sanction, which, of course, sharpened the
piquancy of the challenge. Moreover, being at
some distance from the staff-room, the Dump
was patrolled by the Master On Duty only
infrequently, so there were numerous excursions
in prospect for the devil-may-cares among us.
To begin with, there was nothing more than earth
— huge quantities of it. The wiseacres opinioned
that it was spoil from the London Underground —
a daft conjecture, since the last excavations had
taken place more than a generation earlier, and
the Victoria Line wasn’t even a twinkle in the
Planners’ eyes. Perhaps, to begin with, it was
earth and rubble from bombsites from the
Greater London area. But then the character of
the loads began to change, and became
progressively interesting.
It was not a tip for domestic rubbish. Our
preoccupation today with the protocols of green
waste-disposal perhaps overlays the ability to
recall or imagine what a domestic rubbish-dump
was likely to contain in those days: no disposable
nappies, of course (they hadn’t been invented) or
plastic bottles, and not much food waste either,
because post-war privations had continued
wartime habits of domestic economy. But one
might have expected broken glass, rags, ashes
from countless raked-out household grates —
truly scruffy rubbish, really.
Instead, what we got seemed to be industrial
waste. And it arrived in sequences of material
that were vastly different in character, so that
those of us who were daring enough to venture
to the Dump when we were “left to your own
devices” at the weekend would find something
entirely new and intriguing from one week to the
next.
One weekend it would be boxes of
wrapped wafer biscuits; the next weekend would
yield quantities of metal strips and springs. One
consignment was of intricate metal panels about
the size of a paperback, bearing spring-loaded
levers that operated small shutters; they seemed
to have no obvious application. There was one
week that offered old printing material, and
blocks of embossed rubber letters which,
contrary to one’s expectation, were not printed in
reverse.
And there was real danger to be found there, too.
One consignment was a collection of metal

drums, several of which had burst or had popped
their bungs to reveal an oozing fluid, in a shade
of dazzling heliotrope, with a strong and volatile
chemical aroma. Even small boys could judge
instinctively that the substance was toxic.
Another find, dangerous in its way but not
obviously lethal, was a huge pile of long, wide,
but very thin wooden laths, perhaps the off cuts
from an industrial veneering process. Positioning
oneself at the top of the pile of laths (cascading
all the way down the Dump, which was by now
about 30 feet above ground level), it was
possible to launch oneself forward and slide all
the way down, with the laths slipping over each
other and thus providing a sort of dry lubricant to
aid one’s progress. In retrospect, the risk of
lacerated buttocks and thighs is obvious, but
there were no reports of mishap and, a week
later, the laths had disappeared, covered by
something else.
Memories fade. Was it just one summer, or did
the dumping last for a year or more? Perhaps a
trawl through the Archives might disclose
correspondence that would shed light on this
phenomenon of the mid-1940s. If not: well —
there it all lies, buried for succeeding generations
to find. There’s a Doctorate in this for someone.
 Adrian Williams
With additional material supplied by Jon Bennett
and Gresham Williams

 OLD BELMONTIANS’ DAY 2010
Old Belmontians’ Day took place in April, when
Belmont’s grounds were coming to life after quite
a harsh winter and we were lucky that it was a
lovely Spring Day. Thanks to the help and
mailing from the Friends of Mill Hill a record
number of Old Belmontians and their families
attended this year, reflecting a wider age range
than usual. The guests of honour this year were
Adrian Williams, who has devoted a great deal of
time and effort to the Old Belmontians and his
wife Norma. Many people came to mark the
retirement of Carole Adler and Duncan Elder
after 25 and 20 years service to the School.
The day began with coffee followed by the AGM.
Old Belmontians raised the Chapel roof with their
hymn singing, accompanied by the organ’s
resounding notes under the competent guidance
of OB Nelson Whaley. It was the last service for

the Rev Andrew Keep, who has since moved on
from the Foundation.
Lunch, as always superbly prepared by Mrs Babs
Parfitt and her indefatigable staff was a very
lively affair with so many young families and the
atmosphere buzzed as everyone caught up on
recent news and also reminisced about the past
and noting the many changes that have
happened at Belmont since they left.
Overall the impression was of happy memories at
Belmont and some very interesting anecdotes
about people and places.
Apart from tours of the School and the grounds,
visitors were enthralled by an exhibition from the
Archives in the Rooker Roberts Room. Thanks
for this must go to Roger Rose, who had spent
considerable time looking through the Archives
and selecting items, which proved not only to be
very popular choices, but also great talking
points.
 WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Do you ever think of the friends you had at
Belmont and wonder what they are doing and
where they are now? The OBA will try and help
trace them for you. In future editions of The
Belmontian we plan to list these people and
hopefully someone somewhere will have their
contact details. Please e-mail Heather Baim at:
with
their
heatherbaim-oba@hotmail.co.uk
names and the year they left Belmont. With our
centenary fast approaching in 2012, it is hoped
that as many of you as possible will reunite at
Belmont for our celebrations.

Present day Commends are exactly the same as John
Henley’s one of 1952
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The Old Belmontian Association is selling OBA
Jute Carrier Bags at £7.00 each which includes
postage and packing. If you would like one of
these very useful bags, please send a cheque
made payable to the Old Belmontian Association
to Heather Baim, Hon Secretary & Treasurer, 5
The Barns, Lower Farm, Edworth, Bedfordshire,
SG18 8AE and a bag will be posted to you by
return.
Belmont’s popular Book Week
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